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Abstract.

The FLASH code is a computational science tool for simulating and studying

thermonuclear reactions. The program periodically outputs large checkpoint files

(to resume a calculation from a particular point in time) and smaller plot files (for

visualization and analysis). Initial experiments on BlueGene/P spent excessive time

in I/O, making it difficult to do actual science. Our investigation of time spent in I/O

revealed several locations in the I/O software stack where we could make improvements.

Fixing data corruption in the MPI-IO library allowed us to use collective I/O, yielding

an order of magnitude improvement. Restructuring the data layout provided a more

efficient I/O access pattern and yielded another doubling of performance, but broke

format assumptions made by other tools in the application workflow. Using new

nonblocking APIs in the Parallel-NetCDF library allowed us to keep high performance

and maintain backward compatibility. While these optimizations required a detailed

understanding of both the FLASH application and the I/O system software, this work

demonstrates how collaboration between application and computer science groups can

magnify each others efforts.

1. Introduction

The time spent performing input/output (I/O) on today’s leadership-class machines

is recognized as a common bottleneck in many existing HPC applications. This is

not expected to change soon, as the push to simulate larger scientific problems often

means production of larger volumes of data for checkpointing and analysis purposes. In

addition, there is also the hardware consideration that the rate at which future storage

can accept data is being outpaced by the rate at which results can be calculated. It is

critical therefore that application I/O interacts well with storage for the application to

scale well at large processor counts.

Computational Science applications represent physical phenomena with models and

abstractions. Storage systems and file systems, however, operate on bytes and files with

minimal structure. In order to bridge that “interface gap”, computer scientists have

created an I/O software stack, depicted in Figure 1. Our work to optimize FLASH I/O

behavior required an understanding of all layers of this stack.

Figure 1. The I/O software stack presents numerous opportunities for optimization.
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FLASH [1, 2] is a publicly available code originally designed to solve problems with

compressible, reactive flows. It has evolved into a huge collection of components to solve

a wide range of astrophysical, CFD, and plasma physics problems. FLASH provides an

Adaptive Mesh Refinement (AMR) grid using a modified version of the PARAMESH

[3] package and a Uniform Grid (UG) to store Eulerian data. FLASH also contains

implementations of parallel I/O using either HDF5 [4] or Parallel netCDF (PNetCDF)

[5] high level I/O libraries.

In the spring of 2009 we faced an application challenge. Applications running

on Leadership Class Facilities are allocated a fixed amount of “CPU hours” to run

simulations. The FLASH code spent such a large portion of that allocated time

outputting data that insufficient CPU hours remained to compute useful scientific

results. In this paper we discuss the three main improvements made to FLASH and

the I/O stack to reduce the time spent in I/O. We fixed a defect in the MPI-IO library,

allowing us to enable collective MPI-IO optimizations. We altered the output file

format, allowing for an ideal access pattern at the expense of breaking compatibility

with existing analysis and visualization tools. Finally, we examined a “best of both

worlds” solution via recent extensions to the Parallel-NetCDF high-level I/O library,

yielding performance as good as altering the file format while maintaining backwards

compatibility.

The FLASH I/O implementations can be tested (independently of science) through

an I/O unit test application that has been used as a benchmark in machine acceptance

tests and to aid development of various layers of the I/O software stack. The benchmark

has been used consistently for nearly a decade to help evaluate the performance of

components of the I/O stack, including HDF5 hyperslab processing [6], the Parallel

Virtual File System (PVFS) [7] [8], experimental MPI-IO implementations [9], and

MPI datatype processing [10] [11]. In fact, download figures from 2007 show that 28%

of FLASH downloads are for parallel I/O related studies [12]. With this decade-long

attention to parallel I/O, it came as a surprise when early runs on Argonne’s BlueGene/P

spent exceptionally long times to produce checkpoint files.

This paper describes our analysis and performance tuning approach and provides a

model of attack for other applications exhibiting low I/O performance on a new system

or as a consequence of scaling. Two broad lessons emerge from this work. First, real

scientific codes can achieve high I/O rates with today’s I/O stack. Second, when I/O

experts and application experts collaborate closely, the two groups bring backgrounds

which not only complement each other, but in fact amplify the impact of modifications.

The paper is organized as follows. We describe the core FLASH mesh data

structure, the standard and experimental output file layouts, and creation of memory

derived datatypes in Section 2. We introduce the target BG/P platform and the chosen

FLASH test application in Section 3. Sections 4, 5, and 6 cover the performance

improvement techniques we applied and their benefit. Finally, we summarize the work

and discuss lessons learned during this I/O project in Section 7.
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2. FLASH Memory and File Layout

Before discussing I/O experiments and results we provide some background on the

FLASH data model.

FLASH simulations evolve physical quantities such as density, pressure and

temperature over time on a Cartesian, structured mesh. The mesh consists of cells

which contain the value of physical quantities (also known as mesh variables) at different

locations in the computational domain. Each cell is assigned to a block, where a block

is a self-contained grid that contains a fixed number of cells and several layers of guard

cells. There can be a huge number of blocks in a simulation, and different blocks may be

assigned to different processors because the guard cells contain the required neighboring

block data or boundary condition data.

The existence of blocks is a feature of both the FLASH uniform grid and

PARAMESH. In the PARAMESH case, individual blocks may also refine to increase the

resolution at specific regions of the computational domain. A refined block containing

16× 16× 16 cells produces 2 (1D), 4 (2D) or 8 (3D) child blocks, each with 16× 16× 16

cells but half the cell spacing. The child blocks are completely contained within the

volume of the parent block.

2.1. Memory Layout

The cell-centered data for cells of blocks assigned to the current processor is stored in

a 5-D array of double precision typed data, named unk. It is allocated once in the

PARAMESH package at the start of the FLASH run and has the same size in each

MPI process. It is also allocated once in the uniform grid implementation with the

additional simplification of 1 block per processor. The array contains a dimension for

mesh variables, cells in each coordinate direction, and blocks. For example, the data

for the density mesh variable (DENS VAR) in cell (i,j,k) of block (lb) can be accessed

using unk(DENS VAR,i,j,k,lb). The extent of the array is given in Equation 1.

unk(NUNK V ARS,

NXB + K1D ∗ 2 ∗NGUARD,

NY B + K2D ∗ 2 ∗NGUARD,

NZB + K3D ∗ 2 ∗NGUARD,MAXBLOCKS)

(1)

Here, NUNK VARS is the number of cell-centered mesh variables, e.g. density,

pressure, and temperature. NXB, NYB, NZB are the number of x,y,z internal cells, and

NGUARD is the number of guard cells. The variables (K1D, K2D, K3D) are integer values that

take the values (1,0,0), (1,1,0) and (1,1,1) for 1D, 2D and 3D applications respectively.

These integer values allow the same data structure to be used for different dimensionality

simulations without wasting guard cell space in unused dimensions. Finally, MAXBLOCKS

is the maximum number of blocks that can reside in a single MPI process. The array is

presented in Fortran column major ordering, i.e. the dimension NUNK VARS varies most

rapidly.
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There is no reallocation of the mesh data structure during the application run,

so new blocks must fit in the 1:MAXBLOCKS space in the process that they are placed.

This presents a challenge for computational scientists as they must select a value for

MAXBLOCKS that enables unk to fit in memory but also provide sufficient free space for

new blocks.

2.2. File Layout

Only actual blocks are stored in file (nblocks of the entire MAXBLOCKS dataspace); guard

cells are excluded. The standard file layout used by FLASH places each of the NUNK VARS

mesh variables into its own four-dimensional variable in the file (one application variable

corresponds to one in-file variable). In Section 5, we will discuss an experimental file

layout that uses a single five-dimensional dataset, or variable, to hold all NUNK VARS mesh

variables in file. Henceforth, we refer to file layouts as either standard or experimental.

We will discuss later the performance implications of the standard and experimental file

layouts.

The existing I/O strategy for transferring data from memory to file, implemented

on top of both HDF5 and PNetCDF, has been used in FLASH over the last several years

and is well-studied. It involves copying internal cell data for a single mesh variable into

a temporary contiguous buffer and then a passing a pointer to this temporary buffer to

the I/O library write function. This leads to a straightforward data transfer for MPI-IO

as there is a contiguous data layout in memory and file. The process is repeated for

each of the mesh variables, meaning that the test application we will discuss in Section

3 will need to make 10 write calls for checkpoint files and 3 write calls for plot files. This

approach works well, especially if the application requests collective I/O. It also maps

well to the programming interfaces provided by high-level I/O libraries – one variable

per function call.

In this work we evaluate a second strategy (new to FLASH) in which we select the

data in unk directly by selecting relevant areas in memory using MPI derived datatypes

(PNetCDF library) or hyperslabs (HDF5 library). Previous experiments have studied

HDF5 hyperslab behavior ([13], [6]), but in those studies hyperslabs selected the file

region each process would write. In that previous work the FLASH application would

still copy the variable from the unk buffer into a temporary (contiguous) memory region

before calling the I/O library routine. Our new strategy makes two changes: one,

bypassing the temporary buffer by selecting memory regions directly and two, altering

the file format so that all application variables reside in a single large and contiguous

region on disk. By having the application use one large variable or dataset in the high-

level I/O library to represent all application variables, we can then make a single library

call to write out the variable. Figure 2 shows the exact data that must be extracted

from memory into checkpoint and plot files for a simplified 1D simulation.

The figure shows selected cells in gray and ignored cells in white. In total we

use 3 different datatypes to select data for standard and experimental layouts for both
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Figure 2. Data extracted from a single PARAMESH block in a 1D simulation

with NUNK VARS=10 (10 mesh variables), nPlotVar=3 (3 mesh variables for

visualization), NXB=8 (8 internal cells) and NGUARD=4 (4 guard cells)

.

checkpoint and plot files. The first datatype, type A, selects all memory locations

containing the same single mesh variable. It is used to produce files that are laid out in

the standard FLASH file format and is applicable to checkpoint and plot files. Type A

is re-used for each mesh variable in turn by simply adjusting the start memory position.

The next datatypes, type B and type C, select all memory locations for all mesh variables

for checkpoint and plot files respectively. A brief summary of the datatype properties

are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. MPI / HDF5 derived datatypes for unk

Type Selected mesh variables File layout File type

A 1 Standard Checkpoint/Plot

B NUNK VARS (10) Experimental Checkpoint

C nPlotVar (3) Experimental Plot

All three derived datatypes incorporate the same pattern of guardcell exclusion.

Since this is a simple, regular pattern, it is described using a MPI Type create subarray

(PNetCDF) and H5Sselect hyperslab (HDF5). These API calls are all that is needed

to create Type A and Type B; the only difference between these types is the extent of

the subarray in the first dimension. It is more complicated to create Type C because

the selection is not a simple subarray of a primitive type. The required extra step

for PNetCDF is to first create an intermediate MPI datatype that selects the mesh

variables at indices 1,6,7 (see Figure 2). This involves using MPI Type indexed and then

MPI Type create resized to adjust the memory space extent to NUNK VARS. Finally,

the intermediate derived datatype is passed to MPI Type create subarray to exclude

guardcells as before. The required extra step for HDF5 is to take Type A and then

accumulate the mesh variables at indices 1,6,7 using H5S SELECT OR. All block data can

be selected by repeating the derived datatypes nblock times because all blocks have the

same size in PARAMESH.

Note that the construction of these memory descriptions provides a good example

of collaboration. The I/O experts can educate about the optimizations provided by the
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I/O libraries. The application developers possess the familiarity with the application

data model to make full use of the provided optimizations.

3. I/O Experiments

All experiments are performed on the IBM Blue Gene/P, Intrepid, at Argonne National

Laboratory (ANL)[14]. This Blue Gene installation has 160K cores, each operating at

850MHz with four cores per compute node. It is configured with one I/O node per 64

compute nodes, and can deliver approximately 300 MiB per second of I/O bandwidth

per I/O node ([15]). We only used the production GPFS file system. All experiments

are submitted as Virtual Node (VN) jobs, which means that all four cores in a processor

run an independent MPI process, and each core has access to a private 512 MiB memory

region.

The test application is the standard Sedov simulation that is included in the

FLASH distribution. Sedov evolves a blast wave from a delta-function initial pressure

perturbation (further details in [16]). The Sedov problem exercises the infrastructure

(AMR and I/O) of FLASH with minimal use of physics solvers. It can, therefore,

produce representative I/O behavior of FLASH without spending too much time in

computations. We run the application in 3D and use 163 cells per block. Each block

consists of 10 mesh variables, and the problem size is controlled by adjusting the global

number of blocks. Because our interests focused on I/O behavior, we choose to advance

only 4 time steps and to produce I/O output every single step so that most application

runtime is spent performing I/O rather than computation.

In these experiments we switch off adaptivity by setting the minimum mesh

refinement level equal to the maximum mesh refinement level using parameter values

of lrefine min = lrefine max = 5. This means that all blocks will recursively bisect

the same number of times to the same fully refined level and then remain at that level.

A single block at the base level mesh produces (23)L−1 leaf blocks at level L and there

are
L∑

n=1

(23)n−1 total blocks up to and including level L, where level L is any fully refined

level. In our case of L=5, a single block at the base level mesh creates an oct-tree mesh

with 4, 096 leaf blocks and 4, 681 total blocks. This means that we can easily control

the total block count by adjusting the number of base level blocks in each coordinate

direction using the parameters nblockx, nblocky and nblockz. The experiments are

arranged in this way so that we can perform a weak scaling study with powers of 2 core

count. The actual parameter values used and the number of generated blocks are shown

in Table 3.

All three parameter sets are used in our weak scaling studies that quantify the

benefits of collective I/O (Section 4) and examine the performance implications of

altering the on-disk format (Section 5). The core count is selected to give approximately

32 leaf blocks per core, which is a problem size per core that is representative of current

simulations this application group runs on Intrepid.
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Table 2. Experiment parameter options

nblockx nblocky nblockz total blocks leaf blocks

1 2 2 18,724 16,384

2 2 4 74,896 65,536

4 4 4 299,584 262,144

The third parameter set (describing 299,584 total blocks) is used in our strong

scaling study which investigates the Parallel-NetCDF nonblocking optimizations

(Section 6). The experiments at high core counts place fewer blocks per core than

typical simulations (e.g. only 4 leaf block per core at 65,536 cores). Nonetheless, it is an

important regime to explore: the International Exascale Software Roadmap [17] suggests

future architectures may have orders of magnitude less memory per core than present

architectures. Applications will thus not be able to merely increase the problem size to

achieve higher I/O rates, and will instead require I/O strategies and novel programming

APIs and models that can successfully deal with small amounts of data per processor.

The I/O in each step consists of checkpoint files for restart purposes and plot files

for analysis. A checkpoint file is a dump of the complete state of a running application,

including mesh data in double precision and, if included, particles. A plot file is a

user-selected subset of mesh variables stored in single precision. In these experiments

checkpoint I/O writes all 10 mesh variables. Plot file I/O writes only selected variables

of interest (in these experiments, the 1st, 6th, and 7th variables). In both the checkpoint

and plotfile cases, for post processing convenience, the application creates a single file

containing all output variables, a layout we call the standard file layout.

The FLASH log file records timings for an initial setup phase and a subsequent

simulation phase. We configured FLASH to write one checkpoint and one plotfile after

each of four timesteps. Graphs of these experiments report the time spent in checkpoint

or plot file I/O averaged over the four iterations.

4. Enabling Collective I/O Optimizations

As mentioned earlier, FLASH can make use of either the HDF5 or Parallel-NetCDF

high-level I/O libraries. Both APIs support collective I/O. Collective I/O interfaces

were first enabled in FLASH 3.1; repeated experiments have demonstrated the benefits

of collective I/O to the FLASH access pattern ([18], [19]). However, it was not

initially possible to use the collective mode on Intrepid because the output data was

silently corrupted in a non-deterministic fashion. Additionally, the error could not be

reproduced on any other platform. We found that the ROMIO MPI-IO library was

re-using an internal datatype representation incorrectly, which resulted in HDF5 files

containing corrupted data. The bug was reported to IBM, and recent BlueGene drivers

(since V1R4) have eliminated the bug.
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We present a comparison between collective I/O and independent I/O to emphasize

the importance of this optimization for high I/O rates. Furthermore, MPI-IO collective

I/O provides the foundation for the other optimizations we investigated: the lack of a

correct and efficient MPI-IO implementation hindered our ability to achieve high I/O

performance until the collective I/O bug was fixed.

FLASH3 can use the HDF5 library in collective or independent mode through

a runtime parameter useCollectiveHDF5 in the flash.par parameter file [16]. This

parameter is varied in Figure 3 to show the impact of collective I/O optimizations during

weak scaling experiments. Note, FLASH3 only uses PNetCDF library in collective mode

and so we choose to show PNetCDF performance measurements in later sections.
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Figure 3. Impact of collective I/O optimizations on the time to write checkpoint files

and plot files when using the HDF5 library. Independent I/O exhibits poor scalability,

even at scales representing a fraction of the entire machine.

The results in Figure 3 clearly show that collective I/O optimizations improve

write performance, and that the improvement is more significant at higher core counts.

The collective I/O optimization involves merging I/O requests from multiple processes

into fewer larger requests from a subset of processes. The underlying file system delivers

higher performance with larger, contiguous request sizes. Consolidating I/O traffic down

to a subset of “I/O aggregators” also reduces the number of processes simultaneously

writing to the file system. Further, the MPI-IO library will align writes to file system

block boundaries, reducing lock contention.

These observations are consistent with a recent study on Jaguar at Oak Ridge

National Laboratory (a Cray XT4 (at the time of the paper) with a Lustre parallel

file system) which also investigated collective I/O optimizations with FLASH using

the HDF5 library [20]. Here, the authors found that a FLASH application run on 8,192

cores produced a checkpoint file 2.5 times faster with collective I/O, and 4.6 times faster

when the collective I/O was combined with striping the file across all 144 I/O servers

(Object Storage Targets (OSTs)). Similar studies also show performance improvement

from using collective I/O with FLASH applications on NCAR Bluesky and uP [21] and
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ASCI White Frost [18].

Even with the large performance gains collective I/O provides for standard FLASH,

storage performance studies [15] suggest the standard FLASH I/O approaches achieve

only half of the theoretical peak. We hypothesize that we can attribute some portion of

this missing performance to the fact that we make one high-level I/O call per variable,

and that if we could perform all I/O in a single write that we would get back some

of the missing performance. The next two sections document the tricks we applied to

further improve I/O performance, and the tradeoffs those approaches offer us.

5. Changing the FLASH File Layout

When determining the file layout a scientific application will use, a developer will

consider several factors. The high-level I/O libraries that FLASH uses offer an

API tailored for single-variable access. For example, the parameters to HDF5’s

H5DWrite function describe a memory region and a file region associated with a single

HDF5 variable or dataset. The Parallel-NetCDF ncmpi put vara double all function

likewise writes (subarray) data into a specific variable. Separating application data

into individual variables on disk offers a straightforward implementation. Furthermore,

other tools in the scientific workflow, such as those for visualization or analysis, might

find a file layout where each application variable is stored as a separate object easier to

manage, and potentially more self-descriptive.

The standard file layout approach (storing application data in multiple library

objects), however, offers a slight performance tradeoff. Each function call represents

a relatively expensive I/O operation. All other factors aside, if the goal is to achieve

highest I/O performance a better approach would describe the entire application I/O

pattern and then execute a single call [22]. Placing all mesh variables into a single larger

variable, as in the experimental file layout approach, achieves this operation combining,

and as will be shown does improve performance.

Figure 4 shows the average time to write a file for the standard and experimental file

layouts for checkpoint and plot files. In this figure, the standard file layout measurements

are obtained using the traditional FLASH approach of copying data into a temporary

buffer. The experimental file layout measurements are obtained using a different FLASH

binary that selects type B for checkpoint files and type C for plot files, as described in

Table 1.

The results generally show that the experimental file layout reduces the time to

write checkpoint files and plot files by half (HDF5) to one third (PNetCDF). This

is because the single library call transfers a larger quantity of data and thus gives

further opportunity for the MPI-IO library to optimize the file accesses. The one

notable exception is the time to write plot files with HDF5 library. Here, the type

conversion from double precision in memory to single precision in file prevents collective

I/O optimizations. HDF5 tries to limit the number of buffer copies. When source and

destination have different types, HDF5 must fall back to a slower approach. This does
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Figure 5. Selected Darshan high level statistics for standard file layout.

not affect the PNetCDF implementation because PNetCDF allocates extra buffers to

transform the data before using MPI-IO to transfer data to file (background in [11]).

It is possible to quantify how the file accesses change by using the Darshan tool [23]

developed at ANL. Darshan is a library that captures information about usage of MPI-IO

and POSIX functions. It uses the MPI profiling interface to monitor MPI-IO functions

and wrapper functions inserted using GNU linker to monitor POSIX functions. We

show the most relevant statistics when using PNetCDF library for standard file layout

in Figure 5 and experimental file layout in Figure 6. The improvement in average

I/O operation size is most apparent in the histogram, showing while there are write
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operations less than 10MB in size, they account for a small portion of the total. We

record an additional 208 16MiB-sized accesses for the experimental file layout, which

appear to replace some of the 763 4MiB accesses from the standard file layout. We

know the MPI-IO library on BlueGene uses a two-phase collective buffering optimization

which by default uses a 16 MiB intermediate buffer. Seeing a large number of 16 MiB

access sizes strongly suggests the two-phase optimization is operating efficiently. We

will discuss the MPI-IO library in greater detail in Section 6.1.

The small file accesses stem from reading the FLASH parameter file and

PARAMESH parameter file and also writing to the FLASH log file. These small

operations have negligible impact on performance at this scale and so have not been

scrutinized. The Darshan summaries suggest a more scalable approach for reading in

this parameter information might be needed for future levels of scalability.

6. Nonblocking I/O with the Standard File Layout

The experimental layout in Section 5 is less convenient for post processing tools because

all mesh data is stored in the same array. This means that the tools must perform

strided reads to extract data for a single mesh variable, e.g. density. This represents a

significant trade-off between the write performance and read performance. In addition to

the performance trade-off, the Flash Center already has a huge quantity of data laid out

in the standard file format and many tools expecting this file format. Examples of such

tools include quickflash [24], Visit [25], and custom applications that create simulation

movies of galaxy cluster mergers and buoyancy-driven turbulent nuclear combustion.

Ideally there would be a mechanism that would allow us to combine write operations

and give us improved write performance while maintaining the established file layout. A

recent extension to the Parallel-netCDF API allows exactly that [26]. The nonblocking
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Parallel-NetCDF API offers similar semantics as that of MPI nonblocking routines.

A caller posts one or more nonblocking operations, passing in a buffer that cannot

be modified until a subsequent test for completion indicates that the operation has

completed. Typically these interfaces are used to overlap computation with I/O or

communication, but in this case, Parallel-NetCDF uses the interface to combine all

posted operations into one larger, more efficient operation in a model similar to that

used by Bulk Synchronous Parallel [27]. The write-combining optimization in Parallel-

NetCDF provides all of the benefits of the experimental file layout (describing the

entire operation with a single request), while retaining the established file layout for

compatibility and convenience.

To demonstrate the performance impact of our new approaches, we performed

strong scaling experiments up to 65,536 cores on Intrepid. Each experiment wrote out

five checkpoint files containing ten double-precision variables and associated annotations

and five plotfiles containing three single-precision variables and associated annotations.

Each checkpoint file is 92 GiB and each plotfile is 14 GiB. The same FLASH binary

is used for all experiments and is configured to select grid data using type A for the

write-combining tests and type B and C for the experimental file layout tests.

As discussed in earlier sections, these two approaches to improving I/O performance

– altering the FLASH file layout or using the Parallel-netCDF write-combining

optimization – should have the same I/O characteristics. In both cases, the high-level

I/O library can issue a single I/O operation to the file system encompassing data from

multiple application variables at once. In Figure 7 the experimental format approach and

the nonblocking interface to the standard format approach do have essentially identical

performance.

(a) FLASH checkpoint I/O
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(b) FLASH plotfile I/O
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Figure 7. (a) Strong scaling results for FLASH checkpoint writes. Aggregating

multiple operations, either by changing file layout or by using the PNetCDF

nonblocking interface, greatly enhances strong scaling ability. (b) Strong scaling

results for FLASH plotfile writes. The small amount of I/O per process at these

scales prevents high bandwidth rates, but even so, operation aggregation offers a 40%

gain in bandwidth.
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Checkpoint data per MPI process and MPI-IO aggregator

Processors 4,096 8,192 16,384 32,768 65,536

Aggregators 128 256 512 1,024 2,048

Data per aggregator

blocking 73.6 MiB 36.8 MiB 18.4MiB 9.0 MiB 4.5 MiB

nonblocking 736 MiB 368 MiB 184MiB 89.6 MiB 44.8 MiB

Table 3. Amount of data per aggregator (I/O processes) for checkpoint I/O under

strong scaling. The nonblocking API combines multiple operations and in concert with

MPI-IO collective I/O optimizations sends larger request sizes to the file system.

Plotfile data per MPI process and MPI-IO aggregator

Processors 4,096 8,192 16,384 32,768 65,536

Aggregators 128 256 512 1,024 2,048

Data per aggregator

blocking 37 MiB 18 MiB 9.3 MiB 4.7 MiB 2.3 MiB

nonblocking 110 MiB 55 MiB 27 MiB 14 MiB 7.0 MiB

Table 4. Amount of data per aggregator (I/O process) for plotfile I/O under strong

scaling. Without the nonblocking write-combining, average request size for plotfile I/O

is quite small.

Why does the standard, one variable at a time approach fail to scale? We have fixed

the total amount of I/O. At 4,096 MPI processors, each process contributes 2.3 MiB

of data per variable. At 65,536 processors, that amount goes down to 146 KiB of data

per variable. Even after the MPI-IO layer applies I/O aggregation, the I/O aggregators

still make request of about 4 MiB (Table 3). The nonblocking I/O approach and the

experimental file layout both result in larger I/O request sizes. These two approaches

also result in less synchronization. Instead of ten rounds of collective I/O, the alternate

approaches perform only a single round.

Plotfile I/O only further exacerbates the “data per process” problem. The plotfile

case writes fewer variables (three, in this case) and those variables are stored in a smaller

4-byte floating point type, instead of the full 8-byte precision used in the checkpoint

case. For these runs, plotfile I/O requires only 1.1 MiB per process at 4,096 processes

and 73 KiB per process once scaled up to 65,536 processes. At the highest scale, even

MPI-IO’s I/O aggregation optimization cannot bring the average request size higher

than about 2.3 MiB, as shown in Table 4. The storage system on Intrepid performs

best with large I/O requests – on the order of megabytes. While alternate approaches

leave us well short of the I/O rates achieved by checkpoint I/O, these approaches still

increase the average size of the I/O operation seen by the storage system, boosting rates

by about 40% over the variable-at-a-time technique.
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6.1. Detailed Overhead Analysis

From prior experience we know the two-phase I/O strategy, while a powerful

optimization technique for collective I/O, does impose some overhead. The

data exchange phase among processes requires a significant amount of network

communication before carrying out the final well-formed I/O operation [28]. At these

scales it is reasonable to ask how much overhead each portion of the collective I/O

code path contributes. The two-phase method ROMIO implements selects a subset of

processes to serve as “I/O aggregators”. These processes will carry out I/O on behalf of

all processes. Next, the library examines the I/O requests of all processes participating

in the collective I/O call. The library then splits up the file into “file domains” and

assigns these file domain to the aggregators.

The three main sources of overhead for a collective write operation are

Metadata: Every process exchanges information about their portion of the I/O

request. Processes then decompose the file into file domains and construct an

I/O plan or schedule.

Exchange: The first phase of “two-phase”. Every process knows how data is laid out

in memory and where it must go in the file. Processes send data to the responsible

I/O aggregator.

Writing: The second phase of “two-phase”. With a full buffer of (now) contiguous

data, the aggregators perform the actual I/O.

We instrumented the MPI-IO library to capture timing information around these

major parts of the collective I/O code path. The FLASH application generates datasets

in the standard layout in both cases. We are interested in what, if any, additional

processing overhead we incur when passing the more complex requests types generated

by the Parallel-NetCDF nonblocking interface down to the MPI-IO layer. In Figure 6.1,

we show the total time for the collective MPI File write all call and the percentage

of time the MPI library spent in the three main sections.

The “Exchange” phase on BlueGene is implemented with a highly-tuned

MPI Alltoallv. The “Writing” phase is entirely limited by performance of the I/O

storage infrastructure. For this application we appear to have reached the optimization

limits. Alternate file domain partitioning schemes such as Persistent File Domains [29]

will only have a small impact on performance. If we were determined to apply further

optimizations to this workload, we would evaluate write-behind caching strategies or

other techniques to offload I/O processing from the application.

7. Conclusions

This work demonstrates the potential for improving I/O rates in computational science

applications through several means. A detailed understanding of the I/O software stack

and the storage architecture of the Intrepid machine coupled with an equal level of

familiarity with the FLASH data model allowed this collaboration to quickly experiment
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Figure 8. Percentage of time MPI-IO calls spend in major sources of overhead. I/O

efficiency more than offsets the slight increase in relative overhead from processing the

PNetCDF nonblocking-generated requests to the MPI-IO library.

with altering file formats and novel programming interfaces to reduce checkpoint times

for FLASH.

In this paper we show that collective I/O optimizations are important to the write

performance of FLASH checkpoint files and plot files. However, using collective I/O

optimizations alone may not be enough for the increasing I/O demands of FLASH where

our scientists want to use finer resolution grids, larger numbers of particles, and more

frequent file output. We demonstrate that further optimization is possible by changing

the file layout, and we show that writing all mesh variables to the same dataset can

improves write performance significantly. Here, many I/O library writes are replaced

with a single I/O library write which gives the MPI-IO library more opportunity for

optimization. The low-level impact of this change is monitored using the Darshan library

and we find that a larger portion of file accesses involve big data transfers.

The file layout change yields higher performance during the simulation phase,

but will require updating other tools in the analysis workflow to understand this new

file format. The new format would also turn reads of a single mesh variable into a

strided read, potentially slowing down read performance significantly. This leads us to

experiment with the nonblocking write feature of PNetCDF which allows us to retain

the standard FLASH file layout. We find this approach gives us performance similar

to the experimental FLASH file layout, while maintaining compatibility with existing

analysis applications.

We have demonstrated that collaboration between application developers and I/O

consultants is essential, especially when there are bugs below the application layer.

There are many layers of abstraction in the I/O software stack, and application

developers do not have the time or expertise to resolve these problems. In this case

study, the collective I/O bug remained an open problem for over a year and prevented

running certain science problems at larger scales. The fix means that I/O is much less
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of a bottleneck in FLASH applications and is typically less than 10% of total runtime

in production simulations using up to 132K processors.
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